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Introduction  
“ 

I don’t have proper training, why would anyone listen to me? 

Am I qualified to write on this topic? Do I sound like a fraud? What if 
someone find out and I get busted? 

“ 

Have you ever doubted yourself like this? More common than you 

know, 70% of people experience impostor syndrome at some point of 

their life, according to a study in the International Journal of Behavioral 

Science.  

If this were you, take comfort, because impostor syndrome is usually 

associated with high achievers. Those are the people who constantly 

challenge their limit, and travel out of their comfort zone. If you ask me, 

I think it is their failure to internalize their own successes, that 

motivates them to work harder trying to make up for what they thought 

they are lacking.  

For example, celebrities always give us an impression that they had it 

all figured out, but deep down, their fear is more than what we could 

imagine: 

 

 



“ 

I went to a lot of events this year, because of Deadpool. So you get into 

the tux, and try to act like a grown up, but to be honest, I still feel like a 

freckled faced kid, faking until make it. ~ Ryan Reynolds 

I still think that people will find out that I am not talented, I’m really not 

very good. It’s all been a big sham. ~Michelle Pfeiffer 

It’s almost like the better I do, the more of my feeling of inadequacy 

actually increases because I am just going, any moment, somebody’s 

going to find out I am a total fraud, and that I don’t deserve any of what 

I’ve achieved.  ~Emma Watson 

“ 

Changing The Way Of Your Thinking 
 

Traditional experts are those with credentials like Ph.D, M.D, CPA etc. 

While you may or may not carry those titles with you, each of us has a 

unique walk of life.  Surely, you will have personal life experience and 

knowledge that is valuable to someone out there. You might not have a 

Degree in culinary, but who prepares healthy homecook food for the 

family everyday? Despite not a painter, who DIY the painting of a room? 

You are not an interior designer, but you had just remodeled your own 

house. Whatever seemingly legitimate self-doubt that you might have, 

set it aside for the time being. 



Position Yourself As An Expert 
 

It is easier to become an expert in something than expert in everything, 

so we want to focus in a specific niche area. The word ‘expert’ itself is 

very subjective. When your readers think you know more than they do, 

you become their expert.  Even when you are only 2 steps ahead of 

them, if you manage to establish yourself as a trustworthy person, your 

audience may still follow you simply because they want to walk with 

you on your journey of becoming an expert.  

Seasoned Expert 
 

Seasoned expert already have (almost) everything they need to 

establish their authority in the field. They have the knowledge, the 

reputation, qualification, and experience so it is effortless for them to 

show off their credentials.  

New Expert 

These are the expert that had recently acquired certain skill set or 

information. For example, someone who had just spent hundreds of 

hours reviewing all of the home insurance plans in the market. He is 

able to tell you the pros and cons of each of these plan. 

Aspiring Expert 

These are the aspiring players that want to enter specific field. They 

neither have the experience nor much knowledge about the subject. 

Hardly an expert yet, if I would say so. 



Whichever stage of expert you are at, we are going to show you how to 

push yourselves further to showcase your expertise. 

Best Practices During Early Stage 
 

“About Me” 
 

Even though you might not have much credibility to show, it is 

important to put up a persona that your audience can relate to. Show a 

photo of yourself, share your backstory, tell them why you started up 

this site and how you plan to help your audience with it. Make it 

compelling, and provide a way for your audience to reach you 

personally. You can provide them with your email address or your 

Facebook page. If you sound sincere enough, you will be surprised that 

some people follow you simply because of that personal connection. 

Interviews 
 

It doesn’t matter if you are not an expert yet. 

There are many people who are willing to share their success story 

with you if you would just ask. Conduct interviews with people who are 

already at the top of their game is a good way to learn their approaches 

and create coveted content. Internet has removed the geographical 

boundaries of information. With a few clicks on your keyboard, you can 

send out your request for interview and also questionnaires to your 

targeted experts. Be polite when requesting for interview, and 

remember to send them a link to your article when it is published.  



Research 
 

10,000 hours, that is how long most experts had spent mastering a 

craft, according to the bestselling author Malcolm Gladwell. 

We certainly don’t want to spend 10,000 hours before we started our 

online business. The least you can do is to spend enough time doing 

quality research that bring values to the table. Despite most of us have 

easy access to internet, it is a chore to, say, to find out how to build a 

website optimised for affiliate marketing at completely no cost. You will 

first need to source for free website hosting, then free keyword 

research tool, free image provider, free email marketing provider etc.. 

how convenient is it if someone had it all done for you? Would you be 

interested to read their findings? 

Those readers are not looking for experts, because experts can easily 

afford expensive web designer, cutting edge keyword research tools, 

professional marketing teams etc.. They are looking for people who are 

few steps ahead of them and willing to share their journey. That is 

where an aspiring expert comes into the picture! 

Do your research and record down your approaches. Along the way, 

add in your unique perspective and creativity to establish your very 

own writing style. If you do this on behalf of your audience -gather the 

information, repackage it into a presentable, systematic and easy-to-

understand way, you will surely grab their attention. 
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Borrow Experts’ Idea 
 

Add substance to your content by ‘borrowing’ someone else’s idea.  

For example, include statistics to back up your argument. It rationalise 

your content and make it look more factual. You can either use 

numbers, percentages, or charts to support your claim. Get your 

statistics from reputable sources, and cite it so that your audience can 

always refer to the original report if they want to do so.  

If you can’t find any relevant statistic, try look for quotes from expert 

instead. For example, you can type ‘ quote: financial freedom’ in the 

search console, and it will return a list of related quotes. Using a quote 

to support your argument shows that your thoughts are aligned with 

those of the experts. It adds powers and credibility to what you have to 

say subsequently.  

Help and be Helped 
 

You might think that you don’t know enough to help anybody. But, 

chances are there are some people out there who can really benefit 

from your knowledge. Help your readers whenever you can, it is not 

only fulfilling, but it can also to boost your confidence. In exchange, you 

may request for feedback, review, or testimony from your readers 

which can be showcased on your site.  



 

Social Media Presence 
 

Twitter, Instagram, Facebook… there are many social platforms for you 

to engage with your audience. Be present and build up a rapport with 

them. 

 

As you acquire more knowledge... 

Identify the pain point and help people to solve their problem 
 

Rapid advancement of internet had changed the way we access to 

information. Many people turn to search engine at the first sight of their 

problem. If we focus on how to help people, rather than just giving a 

generic advice but actually find out a solution for them, I believe many 

people will happily hand you their money to get their problems solved. 

Forum and Q&A Website 
 

Try typing a question in search engine like Google, most of the time 

you will see Q&A website like Quora, Yahoo! Answers appearing on 

the first search engine result page. These are the sites with highly 

engaged congregation, and a place where you can easily build up your 

credential. First, fill up your profile details, and include a photo of 

yourself. Then, try to find questions or discussions that are related to 

what your site covers, and spend some time drafting a high quality 



response accompanied by your link. When people see that you are 

knowledgeable, they are more likely to click on your link to check out 

your site. 

Write and Publish 
 

When there are only few articles on your site, it is hard for people to 

decide whether to trust the information you provided. Publish quality 

contents (and lots of them!) is the best way to earn your credential and 

be recognized for any expertise. 

Almost There… 
 

Publish an e-book or e-guide 
 

Gone are those days that you need an agent, editor and publisher 

when it comes to publishing a book.  The process is very much 

simplified now especially if you are just publishing an ebook. If you 

can’t write 100 pages long, try 10 pages for a start. Give your books for 

free to your subscribers as an appreciation of their trust. Being an 

author of a book instantly position yourself as someone with knowledge 

and authority.  

 



 

 

Conduct courses 
 

Are you familiar with online learning platforms like Coursera, Udemy 

etc? These are the platforms that people go to when they consider 

quick training or learning on demand. The nature of training ranges 

from very specific one like night photography, to broad subjects like 

machine learning. With so many online learning platforms around, you 

don’t even have to step out of your house to conduct courses anymore. 

If this is your first time doing so, sign up for some free ecourses and 

get a feel of how the courses being structured and delivered. Then use 

it as a model when organising your own course content. Being an 

instructor is the fastest way to accumulate reviews and testimonies. 

Top 7 Mistakes To Avoid 
 

1. Captivating content at the beginning but losing steam towards the 

end 

Solution: Write enthusiastically from the beginning to the end. 

Always end your post with a ‘conclusion’, or ‘final thoughts’, don’t 

let it end abruptly. 

 

2. Publish unfinished articles 

Solution: Double or triple check before posting. Make sure your 

articles is completed before you click ‘publish’  



 

3. Broken links or links that goes to scamming products  

Solution: 

a) Make it a habit to check for broken links on your site. You can 

do this for free with this broken link checker . Dead links give 

people an impression of stale and obsolete information. 

b) Linking to scam product is a big no-no. Association with any 

kind of scam products can damage your reputation.  

 

4. Audio or video content that plays automatically 

Solution: There are pros and cons for this practice. To some it 

might seem distasteful - being forced to watch the video. Viewers 

may end up exit from your site altogether when they got irritated. If 

you like this feature, make sure you assess the response from your 

audience. If it is not well received, consider handing over the option 

to play to your audience. 

 

5. Not collecting email address from your audience 

Solution: Collect email address from your readers right from the 

beginning, even though you haven’t thought of what to do with it yet. 

If your readers opt to hear from you, it shows that they are 

interested in what you have to say, and that they are receptive to 

your words. 
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6. Too much pop up advertisements 

Solution:  Viewers today are bombarded with too many 

advertisements. It has becoming a reflex for them to close up 

anything that looks like one, before they even take a proper look at 

it. Keep your pop-up to maximum of one or it will make your site 

looks scamming. 

 

7. Outdated information 

Solution: Check your old content periodically. Whenever a piece of 

information become obsolete, you can either: 

a) write another post with updated information, then place a link to 

it from your old post, or 

b) update that piece of information in your old post and include a 

‘last updated’ date. 

Conclusion 
 

Every expert was once a beginner.  

Media likes to highlight success stories, but seldom the sweat and 

tears behind the scene. As much as we want to believe that success 

can happen overnight, it is time to get real and put your dream into 

dedicated actions.  

As pointed out by Robert Collier, “success is the sum of small efforts, 

repeated day in and day out”. Continue commit to your craft and one 

day you will realise that you are no longer a beginner, but an expert, 

that many people look up to.  



 

Every step, no matter how small, brings you closer to your success.  

It is good to have someone you can look up to. Be inspired, and don’t 

work alone.  

If you want to learn alongside many others that are like you, join this 

community at absolutely no cost. You won’t even be asked for your 

credit card details.  

Read more about this community before joining. 
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